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Bristol Tree Forum: Comments to the Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Committee meeting,  
24 April 2017. 

Urban trees are valued for a great variety of reasons and are important from a climate change point 
of view both in addressing the "heat island" effect and therefore keeping cities cooler but also in 
improving air quality and slowing down water run-off. Green infrastructure such as trees is 
important for public health and well-being & city dwellers develop very strong attachments to "their 
trees". Bristol has a good track record of managing its trees and has an aspiration to increase canopy 
cover to 30%. The Bristol Tree Forum is a community-led group, established in 2009, which aims to 
support and strengthen Bristol’s tree policies. Items 1, 7 and 8 include questions for BCC Officers. 

1. In this time of substantial budget cuts we strongly feel that the planting of street trees and park trees 
needs to continue.  Therefore we would like to know how we can best support the Council in this 
endeavour, in collaboration with the Bristol Parks Forum. 
 

2. We strongly urge that the allocation of Tree Officers to deal with planning applications is maintained 
and strengthened, especially given the funding that comes in from the planning applications 
themselves. 
 

3. Given the lack of funding and difficulties of replacing trees that have been felled we support 
prioritising options other than felling (such as pollarding) when problems are identified.  We are 
aware of examples of this positive management practice by Bristol Tree Officers (e.g. a plane tree on 
Redland Road). 
 

4. Given the budget cuts we urge BCC to consider extending the pollarding regime so that trees are 
pollarded on a reduced frequency. 
 

5. Engaging with the community through the Bristol Tree Forum is particularly important at a time of 
budget cuts.  We support the efforts of those Tree Officers who take the trouble to explain the 
rationale for any tree felling and discuss options.  We also need communication by Tree Officers with 
the Bristol Tree Forum over plantings in parks to avoid unnecessary errors. 
 

6. The Bristol Tree Replacement Strategy (BCS9) is being widely showcased as the way forwards by 
national bodies such as the Trees and Design Action Group which uses Bristol as a case study.  The 
planting of hedges by developers as mitigation for trees that are removed is not consistent with BCS9. 
In addition there needs to be explicit confirmation that BTRS applies to TPO trees where they are 
removed for development.  We would like to see a review of how well BCS9 has performed. 
 

7. Given the importance of community funding we would like to ask how BCC can improve the tree 
planting process as there have been too many abortive attempts to plant trees that have disillusioned 
those who have raised funding and tried hard to go through the process but have not been able to 
plant trees. 
 

8. Given the dissolution of Neighbourhood Partnerships, which played a vital role in tree planting, we 
would like to ask how tree planting and the allocation of Section 106 money will be managed in the 
future. 


